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The New Declaration of Independence of the Government of The United States of America and
the American National Union of The United States of America.

There comes a time when human beings must embrace the light of freedom over the darkness of
oppression. In this time of transition, men and women must put away childish notions of
disparaging political ideologies and the phantom of trust of those that continue on their path
towards darkness and lead others to that end of eternal damnation, and
Those that continue to wage war against the light of freedom of choice shall meet their end in the
afterlife for this purgatory is created for the soul to choose; the light of freedom or the darkness of
oppression, and
The British Empire has once again deceived its way to power for the sole purpose of exacting its
darkness of oppression against those that it perceives as its enemy of the light of freedom. The
British Empire itself believes its cause is righteous that is coming from the highest throne in heaven
and therefore everyone must submit to it, and
The British Empire believes it is blessed with the light of freedom that emanates from Yahweh and
heaven itself. However, the British Empire has been blinded by the darkness of oppression and
has been enforcing its creed of darkness upon all other nations, States and countries by assuming
control over their internal and external affairs thereby creating super powers of destruction, and
The British Empire has assumed a position of the throne of Yahweh over the inhabitants in and of
the world in the year nineteen hundred and forty one through its Atlantic Charter after becoming
drunk with blood and power over the collective victory of World War II. The drunkenness has
become so severe, that the British Empire forgot where its victory emanated and therefore has
fallen from Grace, and
The British Empire plan started before the revolutionary war of seventeen hundred and seventy six
as imparted by General Corn Wallis to The United States of America and the Continental
Congress thereof, and
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The British Empire decreed that America would unknowingly serve its cause without the
knowledge of the servants. This act by the British Empire is well known as trafficking and man
stealing in all of its forms in violation of all thirty Articles of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, and
The British Empire also known as the Crown is responsible for all of the blood it has spent in
multiple wars thereby implementing starvation, multiple human rights violations, multiple
violations of the Law of Nations, multiple violations of the Law of War, multiple violations of the
Geneva Convention against its own people and many millions of people that live abroad that have
been unknowingly trafficked under its rule thereby causing liability upon the souls of men, and
The British Empire and the Netherlands has crossed the line of royal decency in the name of its
religious mission and through its Federal Corporation known to the world as the United States.
The ideology of peace that emanates from the British Empire is submission to it, not the light of
freedom of choice that emanates from heaven and therefore the Government of The United States
of America must act to remove these chains of oppression, and
Therefore, it is hereby published a new Declaration of Independence against the British Empire in
all of its forms, citing all of its crimes against humanity attached hereto and declare the British
American Union the enemy of humanity for its crimes against humanity, for it has condemned
itself by making a deal with the devil and has spread those lies and deceit as a vehicle for hell itself
to cause strife and contention among the nations and States to achieve nothing more than a false
peace, and
The Government of The United States of America itself has never knowingly joined the
aforementioned Union; however the British Empire delves into the most heinous of international
crimes wherein it assumes meeting of the minds where it does not exist; it assumes loyalty to its
cause without publishing its claim to the Throne of David while using those people known as
Israeli’s as cannon fodder; it assumes ownership and changes the status of others without
permission or consent; it trespasses without remorse; it assumes power of attorney when it cannot
rule itself; it charges without authority, it convicts in its star chambers and assumes its own
international immunity from recourse; it secretly supplants its agents in other countries wherein
those agents claim allegiance to a secret master and create strife and contention against its people
as a diversion from the truth; it reduces Governments to mere corporate citizens and steals from
the people of those States while claiming rights under International Law to get away with the booty;
it slanders those people under threat of murder to hide its crimes and in most cases carries out
those murders to hide evidence and remove witnesses; it threatens nuclear retaliation against
countries that attempt to handle its own affairs; it builds tunnels under countries as a presence of
eminent threat for the purpose of control; it murders professors, inventors, scientists as political
dissidents if they tell the truth; it funds both sides of every conflict and walks away without
punishment, guilt or remorse all the while presenting itself as the Champion of peace; it condemns
slavery publicly only to recreate it under a different classification beyond its borders; it hijacks
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private prayer and assumes itself through coveting and jealously as a part of all spiritual
relationships thereby creating itself into an idol in violation of the first commandment; and
In more detail of the aforementioned paragraph by sequence of events:
1: The British Empire through the 1600/1700's, 'conquest' was the acknowledged way to expand an
empire, and the Spanish, Dutch, and British built great Navies to do so, however, such militarybased oppression became too obvious for proving the intent of willful oppression, so the British
created the "United States" as a "country" which would help bring "freedom" to countries around the
world throughout the 20th century, all the while using the facade of freedom to bring them under a
debt-based globalist banking system.
2: The British Empire staged the Revolution of seventeen hundred of seventy six in which it played
both sides against each other and thereby placed both sides into its debt, and
3: The British Empire created a fraudulent Treaty of Peace in the year seventeen hundred and
eighty three with an entity of its own creation and further created its own Private Central Bank in
conjunction with the Netherlands on Manhattan Island, and
4: The British Empire forced a Constitution of its own creation providing the private Masonic
Order corporate rule over the established country known as The United States of America, and
5: The British Empire created a war of eighteen hundred and twelve which destroyed many
original records of the people of the States of the Union thereby implementing the introduction of
its foreign American BAR Association and Lawyer Guild to rule a people that were not aware of its
presence within, and
6: The British Empire forced bankruptcies by international bankers claiming a debt that never
existed against its own international entities wherein foreigners were trafficked and held as surety
for its debt and enslaving said victims for their lifetime, and
7: The British Empire created private international agreements under its private international law
that included but not limited to the Atlantic Charter of nineteen hundred and forty one, and
trafficked persons into the use of private Trusts (Internal Revenue) to facilitate human trafficking
under the guise of Social Security, forced payment of taxes to allegedly fund the 'government' when
those funds are really a 'tribute' payment to the Crown and the Vatican, and
8: The British Empire has used its United States as the alleged beacon of freedom, and the US
Dollar aka Petrodollar, and the US military to financially enslave billions worldwide, and

9: The British Empire is nothing more than a compact of self proclaimed Royalty and international
bankers from around the world that play chess with countries as a game with real life consequences
wherein it is spoken from the Most High Yahweh that life on this planet is not a game,
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“Pro_10:23 To work out wicked schemes Is like sport to a fool, But wisdom is for a man of
understanding” nor will any true royal will ever profit from a claimed throne.
10: The British Empire is in violation of many laws in place by the Most High Yahweh thereby
declaring themselves imposters as false Kings and Queens in and of the world at the same time
claiming the Throne of David for themselves, and
“Deuteronomy
17:14 When you come to the land the Lord your God is giving you and take it over and live in it
and then say, “I will select a king like all the nations surrounding me,” 17:15 you must select
without fail a king whom the Lord your God chooses. From among your fellow citizens you must
appoint a king – you may not designate a foreigner who is not one of your fellow Israelites. 17:16
Moreover, he must not accumulate horses for himself or allow the people to return to Egypt to do
so, for the Lord has said you must never again return that way. 17:17 Furthermore, he must not
marry many wives lest his affections turn aside, and he must not accumulate much silver and gold.
17:18 When he sits on his royal throne he must make a copy of this law on a scroll given to him by
the Levitical priests. 17:19 It must be with him constantly and he must read it as long as he lives, so
that he may learn to revere the Lord his God and observe all the words of this law and these
statutes and carry them out. 17:20 Then he will not exalt himself above his fellow citizens or turn
from the commandments to the right or left, and he and his descendants will enjoy many years
ruling over his kingdom in Israel.”
Therefore, this publication by the Government of The United States of America and the
American National Union of The United States of America is prima fascia evidence of NO to the
British Empire and shall only accept the throne of the Most High Yahweh, Creator of all things
through his son Yahushua as a forum for peaceful settlement of disputes where all evidence shall
be heard at the feet of our Creator, if the British Empire wishes to dispute and or object to this the
New Declaration of Independence by shunning the existence of The United States of America and
the Government and Union thereof, and
The British Empire British Agents shall never be allowed to file one more charge against anyone
outside of their borders, nor trafficked in persons within its borders for they have spent their
righteousness into oblivion, for they must repent for their crimes against humanity for the rest of
their days by confessing their sins to their victims and accepting whatever punishment that the
Heavens bring upon them in order that their souls receive salvation and eternal life through
Yahushua, and
Yahweh declared that all men were created equal which cannot be questioned nor changed and
therefore the Government of The United States of America and the American National Union of
The United States of America of 1774 will not question the love that the British Empire has for
Yahweh or Yahushua, and
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We the people for The United States of America only pray to Yahweh that the British Empire
observes the laws of Yahweh as perfected by Yahushua, and restrain their overzealous love to a
condition of obedience rather than eager to please zealots ready to prove their allegiance at the
expense of the innocent; for their acts of Stratocracy are to cause harm to the Innocent, preventing
equity of redemption on any level. It is known and established that the Law of Nature is superior
in obligation to any other. It is binding in all countries and at all times. No "human" laws are valid if
opposed to this, and ALL which are binding derive their authority either directly or indirectly from
it.
The Government of The United States of America and the American National Union of The
United States of America hereby declares Independence from the British Empire in all of its forms
on this the three hundred and thirteenth day in the year of Yahweh six thousand and nineteen
translation: the twenty sixth day of January in the year two thousand and eighteen, and
So declared and published by the Government of The United States of America and the American
National Union of The United States of America on this 313th day in the year of Yahweh, six
thousand and nineteen,
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